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Western’s personnel have many combined years of experi
Construction Industry.  Therefore, many of the procedures and
with pipeline construction are not foreign to us.  Pipeline We
Consultants, are regularly ordering two different instruments fro
Gauge, and our W-FI-10 Magnetic Field Indicators.  As illustrate
instruments are packaged in the same latched wooden storage bo

  
 

alignment differences across the weld as well as Mill Marks.
creates an area for stress concentrations, and possible crackin
necessary to ensure good weld geometry, which when not 
problems with Automatic Welding Systems.  Mill Marks are a po
grinding repairs, to ensure to much material was not removed
remaining wall thickness.  The same politically correct terminolo
damage that can often happen when positioning the weld or m
bender. 

The W-FI-10’s are used to test for residual magnetism in the
Welders know that when the beveled end of a pipe has a magnet
welds will be rejected by either UT or X-Ray. 
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Western and our Stocking Distributors can save you a little money, and give 
you all the versatility you need for either Corrosion, Equipment, or Weld 
Inspection.  Let us assemble an Inspection Kit for you today. 
tributed by: ABQ Industrial LP USA
75-5772  eFax: +1 (866) 234-0451 
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